
AMI Science  
Days 11-20 

If you have chromebooks - submit these on the AMI Turn In! If you do not 
have a chromebook, do these on paper and turn in the next time you are 

in class. 
 
 

DAY 11  
Spring Project 
Your assignment for today is OUTDOORS! Go outside and find 7 signs of 
spring. These all need to be different. Take pictures of flowers, trees, etc. 
The catch with each of these pictures, however, is that you must be in 
each of them somehow. Attach them in an email and send them my way!  
** If you do not have access to a camera or phone, you may draw 5 
pictures of spring around your home. 
 
DAY 12 
Parts of a Flower 
One of the signs of spring is seeing daffodils blooming. They are the 
yellow flowers you’ve most likely seen along the road. Your job today is to 
pick one of those daffodils and label the parts of a flower. This is 
illustrated below. Lay your daffodil on a piece of paper and draw arrows 
pointing toward the part of the flower with the labels. Send a picture of 
the completing project! 

 
 
 



DAY 13 
Wildlife Observation 
One of the other great things about spring is getting to see animals 
(squirrels, birds, turkeys, deer) out and about. Today, observe one animal 
that and record some of the items below: 
*Some of these might need to be researched! 

1. Name of the species you have observed. 
2. Behavior you observed (eating, playing, etc.) 
3. What is their habitat? 
4. What other animals are in its community? (list at least 3) 
5. What is this animal’s diet? 
6. Include a picture if possible! 

 
DAY 14  
Plant Stages 
Make a Google Slide or Google Doc recording the stages of a plant’s life 
from beginning to its full growth (there should be about 6 stages). Each 
stage should be on a separate slide (if you are making a google slide). 
*Include a description of what is happening in that stage and a picture of a 
plant in that stage.  
 
DAY 15 
Water Absorption in Plants 
Watch the video in the attached link.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KV4YuzuXpjQ 

1. Write a hypothesis for what you think will happen to the carnations?  
2. Write down the steps that the person is doing to perform this 

experiment (you need at least 10 steps). 
3. Write a materials list.  
4. Was your hypothesis correct? Why or why not? 

*I would highly encourage you to try this experiment with celery or 
another flower if you have these available at your home! And please send 
pictures if you do! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KV4YuzuXpjQ


DAY 16 
Soil Water Types 
*You will need to research below. 
This lesson is from iCEV online. 
1. Draw the three different soil water types on a sheet of paper.  
2. Include important information about each water type on the page.  
3. Be sure to use color and label the illustration appropriately.  
 
DAY 17 
Human Activity on Soil 
This is from iCEV online. 
1. Create a Microsoft® PowerPoint® which includes, but is not limited to 
the following:  

A. The importance of soil  
B. Positive human impact on soil  
C. Negative human impact on soil  
D. How humans can improve the negative aspects of soil use  
E. The importance of improving soil usage 

 2. Include images in the presentation.  
3. Be sure to cite any sources used at the end of the presentation.  
 
DAY 18 
Soil Components  
Research what 3 important or key nutrients/elements that are in the soil 
that plants need. 
*Describe what the function is for each of those elements, what happens 
to plants when those elements are missing, and how those nutrients can 
be added back. 
 
DAY 19 
Plant Terms 
Define the following terms and find 5 examples of each: 

1. Perennial 



2. Annual 
3. Biennial  

*Bonus for pictures included! 
 
DAY 20 
Landscape Design 
Now that we know what nutrients plants require and when plants grow, 
draw a blueprint of a landscape of a variety of plants within a given area. If 
you have a flower bed at your house determine how much space would be 
available and what plants would grow best there.  
You need at least 5 different plants in your flowerbed. 
List what plants you would use in your flowerbed. 
 
 
 
 


